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From Katate
Guntō-jutsu to
Tanken-jutsu:
The birth of Tankendo

Introduction

In Kendo World 7.3 we explained how a plague of
silkworm diseases in the second half of the 19th
century led France to sign the Treaty of Amity and
Commerce in October 1858, which marked the
official beginning of Franco-Japanese relationships,
and how this event indirectly precipitated the
agreement on the first French military mission to
Japan in June 1866.

Through the successive Frenchmilitary missions,
the newly formed Imperial Army was introduced to
European fencing, especially sabre (guntō-jutsu) and
bayonet ( jūken-jutsu).

Japan’s Army Ministry published a military
fencing textbook called Kenjutsu Kyōhan in 1889
with numerous revisions thereafter. Its first edition
was based on translations of Frenchmilitary teaching
materials and thus detailed French fencing concepts
and techniques. However, from the 2nd edition,
Japan moved towards a hybrid system that still used
Western concepts (one-handed sword style) but
blended with gekken (traditional Japanese fencing)
methodology: this new system advocated the use of
shinai and bōgu and reverted to a more Japanese style
of etiquette (reigi).

After the Russo-Japanese War (1905), army
authorities judged that guntō-jutsu was not effective
enough. Another revision of the Kenjutsu Kyōhan was
thus published in 1907, and a new category of guntō-

Graphic 1: Japanese soldiers training in French
sabre and bayonet, circa 1887

By Baptiste Tavernier

jutsu was introduced: bajō guntō-jutsu or guntō-jutsu on
horseback. From 1915, the Japanese army decided to
discard the one-handed sabre system and to promote
instead two-handed morote guntō-jutsu, a modified
version of kendo for military use. The old guntō-jutsu
was then renamed katate guntō-jutsu, and practised
only by cavalry officers.

From 1919, the Japanese army worked on the
elaboration of a new one-handed close quarter combat
system called tanken-jutsu, based on detached bayonet
fighting and Japanese kodachi techniques. As a result,
katate guntō-jutsu slowly disappeared as bayonet
and detached bayonet techniques became the main
curricula before and during World War II.
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Tanken-jutsu: the birth of tankendo

The tanken-jutsu combat system was first devised
and matured at the Toyama Military Acadamy. Its
content was then published in 1922 in a textbook
entitled Tanken-jutsu Oyobi Oyō Kenjutsu no Kenkyū
(Research on tanken-jutsu and advanced kenjutsu).

The 74-page booklet is divided into two main
sections: tanken-jutsu and advanced kenjutsu,
although the title of section 2 is misleading since this
part deals in fact with jūken-jutsu (bayonet fencing)
only. The content of “advanced” bayonet fencing is
actually very interesting: it details two sets of kata
that do not exist anymore in modern jukendo. This
is beyond the scope of this article, nevertheless I will
explain them in a future issue of Kendo World.

Back to section 1 and tanken-jutsu, which is itself
divided into three main chapters: tanken vs.tanken
(detached bayonet confrontation), tanken vs. jūken
(detached bayonet against fixed bayonet), and tanken
vs. morote guntō (detached bayonet against military
sabre). Only the tanken vs. tanken part features
photographs where practitioners wear bōgu. The rest
of the book shows different techniques but in a kata
fashion.

Thosewhoknowor practisemodern tankendowill
soon notice several differences with the 1922 tanken-
jutsu. The most striking one is that practitioners
wear both kote. In tankendo, one only wears the
right kote, leaving the left hand free for grappling
techniques (called seitai waza). This indicates that
the original tanken vs. tanken curriculum did not
include any grappling phases; and indeed the 1922
textbook does not introduce any seitai waza in this
chapter. However, close quarter attacks and grappling
techniques are featured in the other sections where the
tanken fights against longer weapons (fixed bayonet
or sword).

Another interesting difference is that the left hand
is not kept on the hip as it is inmodern tankendo, but
sways free in the samemanner as in katate guntō-jutsu
(cf. Graphic 2). This is worth mentioning because
it clearly shows the shift in the way Japanese sensei
thought out post-war tankendo when they reinstated
it. At that time it seemed crucial to somehow break
away from militaristic inf luences, and a certain
“revisionist” trend started to appear: tankendo was

advertised as a budo focusing on short sword (i.e.
kodachi) and not a detached bayonet.Many aspects of
tankendo now derive from that trend: the left hand is
kept on the hip in order to symbolise the presence of
a saya in the sash; the use of the same curved bokutō
that is used in kendo instead of a straight one (the
1922 kata were performed with an actual bayonet
in hand, or a straight bokken with a small tsuba);
the reconfiguring of some techniques to look more
kendo-like, etc. As a side note, the 1922 tan-shinai is
1cm shorter than that used now, andmeasures 52 cm.

1–Basic techniques

The datotsu-bui (striking areas) presented in the 1922
textbook are the same as in modern tankendo, with
one exception: since practitioners wear both kote, one
can strike the opponent’s left hand as well. Datotsu-
bui are shown in Graphic 4 (we added the red dots
over the original black and white ones, for clarity).

The text explanations in this book are kept very
short. Kihon-dōsa or “basic technique” is done in

Graphic 2: Guntō-jutsu, a hybrid system that mixes
European sabre and Japanese gekken.

Graphic 3: Guntō-jutsu on horseback
(Kendo World is actually saving money to upkeep two horses
and try this. #badasskendo #agincourt #notgoingtoendwell)
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Graphic 4: shitotsu (thrust) and zangeki (slash) targets

pairs, with a motodachi who acts as instructor, and
the student. The manual insists on the importance
of kihon-dōsa for acquiring correct movements and
posture, and advocates that each training session
start and end with it. This is actually still the case,
although the content of tankendo’s kihon-dōsa has
evolved greatly since 1922. The textbook states
the commands that the motodachi must shout to
the trainee, followed by a succinct description of
the technique. Interestingly, the manual does not
mention absorption, the small step back peculiar
to jukendo and tankendo and performed by the
motodachi in order to reduce the shock in the students
wrists and elbows. Therefore, we are not sure if the

concept of absorption was present in 1922, or if it was
so evident that they did not feel the need to note it...

The 1922 kihon-dōsa sequence is as follow:
—nodo no tsuki (Graphic 5).
—men uchi.
—harai on nodo no tsuki followed by a

thrust to the dō.
—harai onmen uchi (close to a suri-age)

followed by a men uchi (Graphic 6).

2–Advanced techniques

The 1922 manual then jumps straight into advanced

Graphic 5: kihon-dōsa; nodo no
tsuki

Graphic 6: men harai followed by men
(Yes, the backgrounds don’t match)

men

nodo

doh
(mune)

(dai)
zenhi
(kote)
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techniques, labelled as “kihon-dōsa variations for
shiai”. Interestingly enough, although the left kote is
a valid target, there isn’t a single exercise featuring a
strike to it in this book.

The textbook introduces five advanced techniques,
some of them featuring different possible final strikes.
a– Stepping aside and striking men when the

opponent advances or retreats.
b–Debana when the opponent raises his tanken to

strike men. The attack can be either nodo or dō
tsuki, or men or kote strike (Graphic 7).

c– Feint: leaving one’s kote open for the opponent to
strike, and do a debana nodo, dō ormen (Graphic
8 & 9).

d– Suri-age to an incomingmen strike while pivoting
to the right, followed by a tsuki to nodo or dō.

e– The last technique resembles what aikidoka would
call irimi/tenkan: to an incoming tsuki, the student
steps in diagonally to the right while pivoting to
dodge the motodachi’s attack and strikes back at
dō, nodo or kote (Graphic 10).

Tanken vs. longer weapons: the first kata

Parts 2 & 3 of the tanken-jutsu section introduce
techniques to oppose an enemy armed with jūken
(fixed bayonet) ormorote guntō (two-handedmilitary
sabre). The book details several techniques but this
time in a kata-like manner, i.e. practitioners do not
wear bōgu. Actually the Tanken TaiMokujūNoKata
(tanken vs. bayonet) and the Tanken TaiTōNo Kata
(tanken vs. sword) practised nowadays (cf. Kendo
World 5.3& 6.1) have their roots in these techniques.

There is an interesting difference however: in
the 1922 manual, it is explained that one can stab
or strike men when grappling whereas in modern
tankendo, a strike to the head in this situation would
be disregarded (Graphic 11).

The textbook explains a dozen ways of entering
the maai and winning against a fixed bayonet, and
four techniques to defeat the sabre (Graphic 12), two
of them being exactly the same techniques as in the
modern kata.

Graphic 7: debana kote on furi-age men

Graphic 8: opening kote...

Graphic 9: debana dō!
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To conclude

The publication of the tanken-jutsu textbook in 1922
marks the birth of tankendo. More than a simple
curiosity, I believe that studying its content is actually
quite beneficial. First, by comparing it to the content
of the modern curriculum, one can get a clear insight
on how an actual combat system “evolved” into a
budo, or “modern martial way”. We can examine
here techniques that have long been forgotten or
banned, and techniques that are still in use nowadays
but presented in their original, sometimes unrefined
version.

Second, the very fact that this manual describes
an actual combat systemmakes its content, a priori,
effective. This is especially interesting when it comes
to ishujiai, i.e. a fight against a jukendo or a kendo
exponent. Indeed, there is no longer a dedicated
instruction for such situations, except through a
limited number of kata. Therefore, the techniques
explained in this manual are still helpful for the
modern practitioner.

Graphic 10: dodging tsuki with kote strike

Graphic 11: men strike at close quarters

Graphic 12: preemptive grab on a furi-age men. This
technique made its way into the modern sets of kata,
albeit not against the sword but as the last technique
of the Tankendo No Kata (tanken vs tanken)


